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^ TOWN MEETING -MARCH 11,1969
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Barrington in the
County of Strafford in said State, the following action was taken on the Town
Warrant on Tuesday, the 1 1th day of March 1969.
The meeting at the Barrington Grade School in Barrington was called to order
by Moderator Leon C. Calef, at 10:00 A.M. and the polls were opened for voting
on Articles 1 and 2.
ARTICLE 1. The following officers were elected:
Number of eligible voters on check list: 740
Number of votes cast: 194
Selectman for 3 years
Town Clerk for 3 years
Town Treasurer for 3 years
Town Tax Collector for 3 years
Town Auditor for 1 year
Town Auditor for 1 year
















(Clarence Calef received ten votes for the office of Trustee of Trust Funds but
declined the office for personal reasons.)
The following candidates to office were not elected:
Selectman for 3 years
Selectman for 3 years
Town Treasurer for 3 years
Town Tax Collector for 3 years
Town Tax Collector for 3 years
Town Auditor for 1 year
Town Auditor for 1 year
Douglas Hatch
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ARTICLE 3. It was voted that the Selectmen be empowered to appoint all
other Town Officers. Motion: R. Spinney
ARTICLE 4. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 for the
support of the Town Poor, Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Disabled and other
Town Charges. Motion: E. Cdswell
ARTICLE 5. It was voted to raise and appropriate the County Tax. Motion: R.
Spinney
ARTICLE 6. It was voted that the Town authorize the Selectmen to borrow up
to the sum of $75,000.00 in anticipation of taxes, if necessary. Motion: R.
Spinney
ARTICLE 7. It was voted that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000.00 for the maintenance of Town roads and bridges. It was stated by the
Selectmen that work would be continued on the Corbett Road, and on the Hall
Rd. Motion: R. Spinney
ARTICLE 8. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,274.96 for
Town Road Aid, the State Share to be $8,499.72. Motion: N. Berry
ARTICLE 9. It was voted to have the New Hampshire State Tax Commission
Revalue the Town and it was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,000.00 to finance the program. Motion: N. Berry
ARTICLE 10. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00 to be
used in cooperation with State and Federal Funds for the control of White Pine
Blister Rust within the confines of the Town. Motion: E. Small
ARTICLE 11.lt was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the
Library Association. Motion: D. Stevenson
ARTICLE 12. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00 for the
Memorial Day Exercises. Motion: D. Stevenson
ARTICLE 13. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $75.00 for the
Towns participation in the Lakes Region Association. Motion: E. Caswell
ARTICLE 14. It was voted to join the Rural District Health Council and raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,250.00 in support of this organization's Visiting
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Nurse Services; and that the Selectmen be authorized to appoint two
representatives to the Rural District Health Council. Motion: E. Beal
ARTICLE 15. It was voted that the Town accept as a Town Road, that road
known to some as the Meadow Brook Road, a distance of 450 feet from New
Hampshire Route 4 to a 50 foot turn around. Motion: E. R. Rowell
ARTICLE 16. It was voted to increase the salary of the Town Moderator to
$25.00 per session. Motion: E. Beal
ARTICLE 17. It was voted that the selectmen, or the moderator, appoint some
person to try to make an agreement with Camp Fireside to solve the problem of
the Beach Area on the shore of Ayres Lake. Motion: R. Hayes
ARTICLE 18. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,900.00 for
the purchase of an Addressograph Tax Writing System. Motion: R. Hayes
ARTICLE 19. It was voted that the selectmen be empowered to withdraw a
major part of the money now in the Fire Truck Reserve Fund to be used as a
down payment for the purchase of a new commercially-made fire truck,
financing the balance over a three-year period at the lowest rate of interest
obtainable. Motion: G. Musler
ARTICLE 20. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to be
used by the Committee to finance the proper observance of the Town's 250th
Anniversary. Motion: E. Beal. Mr. Edward Beal resigned from the office of
Chairman of the Committee and Mr. Dana Caswell accepted chairmanship from
Moderator Leon C. Calef.
ARTICLE 21. It was voted to accept all items in the budget not covered by
articles in the Warrant. Motion: R. Spinney
ARTICLE 22. The selectmen expressed their gratitude to Mrs. Luverne Baxter
for her fine work and cooperation as Selectmen's Clerk. Mrs. Baxter has resigned
from the office.
It was voted that the town go on record as insisting on the selectmen's deciding
on which unused roads should be closed subject to "gates and bars" and a
petition be made at the next town meeting. Motion: N. Berry
A motion was made by Douglas Stevenson that the tax list in the town report be
eliminated next year. Motion was not seconded.
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It was voted that the selectmen research the building codes of other towns
having similar requirements as Barrington and report to the town for acceptance
at the next meeting. Motion: E. Beal
It was voted to adjourn at 10:30 P.M. Motion: N. Berry
Muriel T. Leocha
Town Clerk
^ true copy, attest
Muriel T. Leocha
Town Clerk
8 The State of New Hampshire
TOWN OF BARRINGTON - TOWN WARRANT
To the I nhabitants of the Town of Barrington in the County of Strafford in said
State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Barrington Grade School in said
Barrington on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, next at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLES OF BUSINESS AT 7:30 P.M.
Polls will open at 10:00 A.M. and will close at 6:00 P.M.
ART. 1 . To choose by ballot and major vote, one Selectman and one Trustee of
Trust Funds for three years and two Auditors for one year.
ART. 2. To choose all other necessary town officers.
ART. 3. To raise and appropriate the sum of $4,600.00 for the support of the
town poor, old age assistance, aid to the disabled, and other town charges.
ART. 4. To raise and appropriate the County Tax.
ART. 5. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow up to the
sum of $100,000.00 in anticipation of taxes if necessary.
ART. 6. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for
the maintenance of town roads and bridges.
ART. 7. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $1,450.54 for
Town Road Aid, the State's share to be $9,670.25.
ART. 8. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00 to be
used in cooperation with State and Federal Funds for the control of White Pine
Blister Rust within the confines of the town.
ART. 9. To see if the town will vote to raise the salaries of certain town officers
such as the Town Clerk and Treasurer.
ART. 10. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
the Library Association.
^RT. 1 1. To see of the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $225.00 for
the proper observance of Memorial Day.
^RT. 12. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of $100.00 for
the town's participation in the Lakes Region Assoc.
ART. 13. To see if the town will vote to continue its membership in the Rural
Health Council and raise and appropriate the sum of $1,680.00 for the support
of the organizations visiting nurse service.
ART. 14. To see what the town wishes to do after hearing the report of the
Committee for the Proper Observance of the Town's 250th Anniversary.
ART. 15. To see if the town wishes to exclude from the plan service in any class
or classes of position of Election Officials or Election Workers for a calendar
quarter in which the remuneration paid for such services is less than $50.00.
ART. 16. To see if the town will move to recommend that the name of the U.
S. Postal installation in Barrington be changed from "The East Barrington Post
Office" to "The Barrington Post Office".
ART. 17. To see if the town will permit the Tax Collector to accept payments
on account of the annual property tax in multiples of not less than $10.00.
ART. 18. To see what action the town wishes to take in the matter of the
report of the Selectmen concerning the Building Codes of the Town of
Barrington.
ART. 19. To see if the town will vote to abandon the Bodge Road so-called
running from the Second Crown Point Road to and joining the Pond Hill Road.
ART. 20. To see if the town will vote to close by virtue of Gates and Bars the
following roads.
a. A road running southeast from a point where it connects with Route
125 adjacent to the end of the Rowell Road, over Green Hill to the Dover
City Line.
b. A section of road which runs east from the Old Green Hill Road, east
to the Gulf Road so-called by the residence of one Adam Millet.
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c. A road known as the Tibbets Road from a point where it is now
maintained by the town, to the Lee town line.
d. A so-called cross road running from the Lee town line, by the Adams
property, west to U.S. Route 4.
e. A road running from its intersection with the Hall Road, at a point
where the Hall Road also intersects with the so-called France or Furnace
Road, south to U.S. Route 4.
ART. 21. To see if the town will acept all items in the budget not covered by
articles in the warrant.
ART. 22. To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this Seventeenth day of February, in the











BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BARRINGTON, N. H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1970 to December 31, 1970. Compared with Estimated
and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures of the
Previous Year January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1969.
SOURCES OF REVENUE Estimated Actual Estimated
Revenue Revenue Revenue
Previous Previous Ensuing
Year -1969 Year - 1969 Year- 197t
FROM STATE:
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TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY
TAXES $ 21,689.98 $113,132.97














Year -1969 Year - 1970
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers' Salaries $ 3,600.00$
Town Officers' Expenses 2,500.00
Election and Registration
Expenses 200.00
Expenses Town Hall and Other
Town Bldgs. 50.00








PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY;
Police Department
Fire Department

































Town Officers Salaries & Fees
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OF APPROPRIATION AND EXPENDITURE
Receipts &
16














Less: Revised Estimates of Revenue & Credits
Town $29,026.90
School 37,898.94

























'Partially based on reevaluation of all Properties in Barrington.
Number of Inventories distributed 1340
Number of Veterans Exemptions allowed 156
FINANCIAL REPORT
for the
fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1969
ASSETS
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Net Surplus, December 31, 1968
Net Surplus, December 31, 1969
Decrease of Surplus
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding








Uncollected $1475 (Collected-not remitted to
State Treas. $5.00
Yield Tax-Bond & Debt Retirement
(Uncollected $1005.11)
1968 levy $510.07-1969 levy $495.04
1.480.00
1,005.11









DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS
RECEIPTS
CURRENT REVENUE:
From Local Taxes: (Collected and remitted to Treasurer)
Property Taxes-Current Year-1969
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From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 1,003.20
Business Licenses, permits and filing fees 372.00
Motor vehicle permits (1968 $268.25)
(1969 $17,236.30) (1970 $361.70 17,866.25 19,241.45
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:





Rural District Health Council 1
,250.00









TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS PAYMENTS $ 75,000.00
Payments to other Governmental Divisions;
State Head Taxes paid State Treasurer 1969 4,002.00
To State a/c Yield Tax Debt Retirement 373.09
Taxes paid to County 22,985.45
Payments to School District 123.00
Payments to School District(1968 Tax) 37,115.70
(1969 Tax) 102,000.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENT DIVISIONS 166,599.24
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $314,831.43






Russell Fogg, Selectman $
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TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENTS $ 1,719.85
Outlay for New Construction & Equipment
New Equipment $ 10,147.45
TOTAL OUTLAY PAYMENTS $ 10,147.45
Indebtedness
Payment on Temporary Loan in
Anticipation of Taxes $ 75.000.00
TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS PAYMENT $ 75,000.00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
State Head Tax Paid State Treasurer
Head Tax $ 4,002.00
To State a/'c Yield Tax 373.09
Tax Paid to County 22,985.45
Payment to School District
Balance of 1968 Tax $ 37,115.70
Overpayment on Balance of 1968 Tax 123.00
1969 Tax on Account 102,000.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY 139, 238.70
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $314,831.43
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1969 19,317.89
GRAND TOTAL (Equals Grand Total Receipts) $334,149.32
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SUMMARY OF TREASURER'S ACCOUNT & PROOF OF BALANCE
Fiscal year ended December 31, 1969
Balance December 31, 1968 $1,460.95
Receipts during year 332,688.37
334,149.32
Expenditures during year 314,831.43
Balance on Hand December 31, 1969 19,317.89
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in First National Bank, Rochester
as per statement December 31, 1969 10,319.01
Add deposit of December 31, 1969 91,096.84
Add deposit of January 8, 1 970 36,705. 1
7
Add deposit of January 13, 1970 12,479.61
150,600.63
Less Checks outstanding 131,282.74
19,317.89
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REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
January 1, 1969 to March 11, 1969
DEBITS
































Head Taxes Penalties Collected
^-^-^^^















Interest as above — $173397,19




























UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
On Account of Levies Of:
Bertrand, Al
Bodge, James
Brown, Raymond & Barbara
Burgess, Gerald E. & Janet A.
Canney, Alfred & Nellie
Chantre, John & Yvonne
Chretien, Dr. James F.
Courchaine, Barbara
Dunston, Earl & Shirley
Elliot, Edgar
Faist, Herbert W. & Madelyn
Fernald, Roger & Margret
Fernald, Willis
Fischer Homes Inc.
F razee, Etta M.
Goscinski, Ludwig C.
Green, Gladys
Grover, John & Gloria
Hackel Allan
Hartford, Albion, & Dorothy
Hinds, Stan & Theresa
Kehoe, Ruth












Stoller, Dr. HJ. & Max Sheer
1968
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS OF DEC. 31, 1969
DEBITS
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1969
DEBITS:
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Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
1968Ser. Nos. 574729 - 574750
548701 - 548730
1969 Ser. Nos. 017914 - 019300
020501 - 020623






















DOG LICENSES: 1968 325-327












SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings Selectmen's Office in School 200.00
Furniture and Equipment Selectmen's Office in School 5,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings Selectmen's Office in School 1 ,500.00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings Vol. Dept
Equipment 20,000.00





REPORT OF MEMORIAL DAY EXPENSE
EXPENSES
Rochester Band 132.00
Flowers and wreaths 15.00
1/2 gross grave flags 35.25
Postage for programs 6.60






Balance on hand $10.04
Our guest speaker was Lt. Michael F. Monaghan, U.S.A.F.
Our appreciation is extended to the citizens of Barrinqton, and all who
assisted to make the day a success.
Harold W. Henderson, Chairman
John T. Richardson, Commander
Robert V. Drew, Quartermaster
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REPORT FROM THE LIBRARIANS OF THE
BARRINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
One of the goals that the librarians of the Barrington Public Library have
been striving for is to have a shelf list, catalog index and the Dewey decimal
system for non-fiction. It is a long tedious job, but we have been able to get this
project started and both of us havr had a boost in morale by the volunteer help
of Mrs. Harry Goodstein.
At the writing of this report, we have just finished re-arranging the books in
the library hoping for more efficiency. The library was closed for two weeks,
and we worked there both Tuesdays and Wednesdays getting this done, along
with some cataloging.
Through the Barrington Public Library approximately 120 films have been
distributed and shown as of the end of January.
Calvin Swain put molding up around the ceiling which has been a big lift. It
was very discouraging to take a book from the shelf and get a face full of dust
and pieces of plaster, cement, etc., plus the fact it got into the books and was
damaging them. Even though he was paid for the material and labor, we want to
publicly state our appreciation. We have put up with this since the addition and
others had offered to do it. We got tired of waiting, and Calvin did it. Many
thanks.
This year has seen the price of books like everything else go up, and now
most adult fiction and non-fiction books are $7.00 to $10.00. Even some
children's books are over $5.00.
We have added 270 new books in 1969. These books include not only
purchases but a number of donations from Mrs. Irene Walker, and gifts from Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Timm, the Garden Club, and the Cater Family as a memorial.
We can no longer use central ordering through the State Library as that had
to bp curtailed because of the cutback in appropriations. However, we did
receive a $100.00 from them for reference books. Apparently this will be the
last year of that as there is to be a different system of distributing this money









Receipts for the year 1969
Appropriation from Town of Barrington
Barrington Woman's Club
Barrington Elementary School from Book Fair
Book Replacement




N.H. State Library Grant
Operating Expenses for 1969
Phyllis Andrade, Librarian
Ann Brooks, Librarian























Dorothy B. Berry, Treas.
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1969 REPORT OF THE BARRINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
The 1969 fire log shows 35 reportable calls consisting of 7 building fires, 2
chimney, 16 brush fires and 4 car or truck fires. There were 2 calls to assist out
of town, 2 resuscitator and 2 accident calls.
The new fire truck was delivered by the Howe Fire Equipment Co. on
January 17. This is a 1,000-gal. tank truck on a 1800 series International chassis
with a 250 G.P.M. midship power take off pump.
A concrete floor was poured in the Firehouse addition, interior insulated,
room wired and sheetrocked and an overhead door installed.
All labor was donated by members of the Department.
Sumner A. Hayes, Chief
REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND DISTRICT CHIEF
Less fortunate than our northern towns, we had too many fires. Carelessness
in burning trash and discarding smoking material and children playing with fire
caused most of the fires. Your Forest Fire Warden's job would be easier if
everyone understood the State laws that govern the kindling of outdoor fires. A
synopsis of these laws follow:
Fire Permit
A fire permit is needed for all outdoor fires in or near woodland anytime the
ground is not covered with snow. This includes household waste burning, even if
in an incinerator, grass burning, garden trash as well as brush burning. Such
burning is restricted by regulation to be prior to 9:00 a.m. and after 5:00 p.m.
Exceptions
Commercial or industrial burning is allowed anytime under normal
conditions with permission of the District Chief and a permit from the Fire
Warden.
Camp or cooking fires are allowed on your own property with permission of
the Fire Warden. On another's property with written permission of the
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landowner and permission of the Fire Warden. The Warden can forbid such fires
if in a hazardous area. Permits for cooking fires in the White Mountain National
Forest can be obtained from the Laconia Office or at the Ranger Stations.
Permits are not required in public camp or picnic grounds where fireplaces have
been built for this purpose.
Penalties
1. For kindling a fire without a permit. Maximum of $200.00 fine; or
imprisonment for not more than 60 days.
2. For kindling a fire by any means wilfully or recklessly that shall endanger
woodlands the maxi'T^um fine is $500.00 or one year's imprisonment.
3. For failure to totally extinguish a camp or cooking fire before leaving it the
same penalties as in (1) above.
4. For dropping inflammable material in or near woodland, maximum fine is
$25.00.
Fire prevention is a personal matter and a good habit. Keep our town free
from smokes in 1970.
Fires reported - State 453
Fires reported - District 25
Fires reported - Town 2
Sumner A. Hayes, Forest Fire Warden








THE LAKES REGION ASSOCIATION
of New Hampshire
REPORT OF THE LAKES REGION ASSOCIATION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
As the Lakes Region association enters its thirty-fifth year of service to the
thirty-one towns and three cities it represents, we face the annual task of appeal
to our communities for support of their association. Regional cooperation in
economic development as practiced by the Regional Associations in New
Hampshire, was once most unique, but now several other states have watched
the fruits of our efforts and have adopted a simular program for their state. We
present herewith our request for your consideration in the preparation of your
town's 1970 Budget.
An investment in the future development and promotion of the Lakes Region
equal to 1/100 of 1% of the assessed valuation is the basis for our request to
each town and city for the 1970 budget of our Association.
The Lakes Region Association becomes the catalist in coordinating action
between the State agencies and the local communities, so that the greatest
benefits from research, planning, development and promotion can all be realized
within our Region.
We certainly hope that your municipality will participate in support of the Lakes
Region Association, for it is with the united support of all shoulders to the
wheel, that the wheels of progress turn.
You know what new dollars mean to your town. Cooperation with our program
brings in more new dollars. Help your town's progress by investing in the
Reg'onal programs that help all towns.
Mildred A. Beach, Exec. Sec.
THE LAKES REGION ASSOCIATION
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THE PORTSMOUTH REHABILITATION CENTER
RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL PROGRAM
Period 1 May 1969 - 30 November 1969
Exhibit No. 1
Income
Individual Town Per Capi
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REPORT OF SUPERVISORS OF THE BUILDING CODE














56 Permits @ $5.00
21 Permits @ No Charge
77 Total
COST OF OPERATIONS:
















REPORT OF THE DOG OFFICER
During 1969 we processed more than 60 complaints concerning dogs
ind traveled more than 380 miles in the execution of our duties as dog
'fficer.
Most serious cases involved running dogs. In one instance a dog or
logs killed a large number of pheasant. In a second incident, dogs were
nvolved in the killing of 16 hens. We picked up 28 stray dogs, nine of
vhich could be identified and returned to their owners. The other 19 could
lot be identified and had to be delivered to a Veterinarian for disposal.
We investigated five cases of dog bite, seven cases where dogs
vera hit by cars, and were called upon to locate three dogs lost by non-
esident owners. We also assisted in the collection of 67 license fees.
This year we would like to point out that New Hampshire State Law
equires that all dogs have rabies shots, four months of age and over. A
-ag and certificate will be issued. The tag must be kept on the animal at
dl times outside of the owner's home.
All dogs that are not vaccinated or running at large without a tag,
vill be impounded for 10 days before being destroyed. When this happens,
he owner will be notified and may reclaim his dog during this period by
)aying all costs involved, including having the dog vaccinated.
As of May 30, 1970, under new State Laws, we will be compelled




HEAD AND POLL TAX LEVY OF 1969 - ABATE
Raymond Harris
ABATEMENTS PER ORDER OF THE SELECTMEN
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NAME AMOUNT
Anthony E. Martticci, not owner, Per Selectmen
Charles Campbell, Per Selectmen
Mitchel J. & Muriel Leocha, Per Selectmen
Lawrence & Philip Norton D'Angelo, duplicate. Per Selectmen
Lawrence R. & Elizabeth Gilbert, duplicate. Per Selectmen
Joseph T. & Claire Bunza, Per Selectmen
Maurice & Jeanette Gemme, not owner,
R. Luongo, billed by mistake
Richard E. Tinker, not owner
Leah M. Witner, Per Selectmen
Joseph Drouin, Per Selectmen
Paul F. & Jennette Barbour, Per Selectmen
Salvatore & Sophie Zarillo, Per Selectmen
Peter Brower, not owner
Arthur Boudreau, Per Selectmen
Richard A & Margaret L Hobbs, Per Selectmen
Richard Messa, Per Selectmen
Paul W. & Marian Joyce Bumford, Per Selectmen
Carl V. & Louise M. Anderson, sent new bill-see added tax
Harold F. Sr. & Persis S. Pearson, Per Selectmen
Charles R. & Hazel Chandler, Per Selectmen
Hampshire Lumber C. Inc., error
Paul M. & Cora Elliot, Per Selectmen
Joseph L. P. & Alice Legere, Per Selectmen
Eliot & Hobbs, error
Fred Densmore, Per Selectmen
Calvin Swain, error. Per Selectmen
John P. & Ruth E. Wormell, Per Selectmen
George & Phylis Cannon, Per Selectmen
Beatrice M. Jennison, Per Selectmen
Richard S. & Ann Brooks
Theodora M. Costos & Violette P. Sparangi, error
Alden E. & Geraldine E. Baxter, error
Donald Hebert, error
Rev. Philip A. Smith & Barbara Smith, Per Selectmen
George L. Castine, Per Selectmen







































John A. & Lena A. Peach, Per Selectmen 14.10
Mrs. Thomas Cobbett, Per Selectmen 56.40
Hebert Miller, Per Selectmen 23.50
Barbara A. DIonne, Per Selectmen 47.00
Hubert Haley, Per Selectmen 9.40
Mary J. & Abanie P. LaPanne, error 58.75
George P. & Ramona R. Cook, error 1 1.75
Arthur J. & VirginiaTurner, Per Selectmen 27.02
Bruce W. & Jean Turner, Per Selectmen 28.20
Frank & Mildred A. Fernald, Per Selectmen 23.50
Vincent P. & Edna O'Brien, Per Selectmen 282.00
Herbert & Gladys M. Clark, Per Selectmen 79.90
Sherman & Luverne Baxter, Per Selectmen 4.70
Frank S. & Mairie Fitzgerald, Per Selectmen 50.00
Delphine D. & Linden M. Ham, Per Selectmen 32.90
Horace Gitcheli, Per Selectmen 75.90
Albert S. & Elizabeth Weeden, error 1 77.66
Alden E. & Geraldine Baxter, Per Selectmen 14.10
Sherburne Swain, Per Selectmen 126.20
James & Frances Cannon, Per Selectmen 79.90
Edward H. Young, error 42.30
4,499.82
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OFFICERS OF THE BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
1969 - 1970
SCHOOL BOARD
Dwight Haley Term expires 1970
Patricia Newhall 1971




Charles Morgan Lois Reid
MODERATOR CLERK
William Wallace Betty Seaver
AUDITORS
Dorothy Berry Irene Calef
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
R alph Swain
SCHOOL NURSE SCHOOL CENSUS
June Colby, R.N. Marjorie Mieike
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ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING ~ 1969
The annual School Meeting of the town of Barrington, held at the Barrington
Grade School on March 10, 1969, was called to order at 8 P.M. by the
moderator, Raymond Spinny, who then read the warrant.
ARTICLE 1. The present moderator declined to run again. It was voted that
William Wallace be nominated moderator. (Motion: E. R. Rowell) Nominations
ceased. A voice vote declared in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 2. The present Clerk declined to run again. Several names were
submitted for nomination each declining in turn until Betty Seaver accepted the
nomination. (Motion: E. R. Rowell)
ARTICLE 3. No nominations for School Board Member were received from
the floor, so this article was acted on later when the polls were opened by the
Moderator.
ARTICLE 4. Two nominations for Treasurer were received from the floor -
Catherine Swain and Lois Reid when nominations ceased. This article was then
voted upon later when the polls were opened. The Clerk was then asked to cast
one ballot for the Moderator and Clerk.
ARTICLE 5. Since salaries and other compensations are taken up in Article 8
it was voted to pass over Article 5. (Motion: E. R. Rowell)
ARTICLE 6. It was voted that we accept the report of the Auditors.
(Motion: F. Timm)
ARTICLE 7. Two nominations were submitted for our two auditors
Dorothy Berry and Irene Calef. The clerk was asked to cast one ballot for them.
F. Timm asked if we needed a committee for AREA school. E. Richard
Rowell answered that was not necessary ^ny more.
ARTICLE 8. It was voted to take up the budget item by item.
Administration: It was voted to raise for
Salaries $975.00 (Motion: W. Wallace)
Contracted Services 400.00 (Motion: M. Timm)
Other Expenses 160.00 (Motion: W. Wallace)
Instruction:
E. R. Rowell explained how salary scale is to work with starting salary
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$5,800. Substitutes pay increased to $13.00 and $15.00 per dien;
It was voted to raise for-
Salaries
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tuition to other school districts or public approved academies beyond the legal
obligation of the district, the sum of $5,000.00 only for those all ready in
attendance in said schools. (Motion: N. Berry)
It was voted to accept the total budget :$252,975.92: (Motion: E.R. Rowell)
Polls were opened by the moderator. A total of 49 ballots were cast as
follows:
School Board Treasurer
E. Richard Rowell 37 Lois Reid 18
Blanks 12 Katherine Swain 14
Spoiled 17
Polls were closed at eleven P.M. and the meeting adjourned at 11:10 P.M.




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE - WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of Barrington qualified
to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Barrington School in said district on




To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant
Officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
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7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any subfect
embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the
application against said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be
received from the state foundation aid fund together with other income; the
school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the
town.
9. To see what sum of money the district will riase and appropriate for the
transportation of students to Rochester High School.
10. To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
Polls Will Be Open Until 7:30 In The Afternoon For The Election Of School
District Officers.
Articles Of Business Will Be Acted On At 8:00 P.M.














Principal of Debt 11,125.00 8,000.00
Interest on Debt 2,403.44 1,907.50
1477 OUTGOING TRANSFER ACCOUNTS IN STATE
Tuition 70,135.00 82,496.00
Supervisory Union Expenses 4,642.61 6,590.03
Other Expenses 5,025.00
1479 EXPENDITURES TO OTHER THAN
PUB. SCHOOLS 2,780.00 1,746.00
Revenues & Credits Available
to Reduce School Taxes
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $252,975.52 $263,665.35









Public Law 874 (Impacted Area) 7,710.00















Salaries of District Officers
E. Richard RoweU, chairman 150.00
Dwight Haley 125.00
Patricia Newhall 125.00
Phyllis Andrade, clerk 10.00
Lois Reid, treasurer 75.00 485.00
390.00
Contracted Services for Administration
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School Board Expenses 105.00
Advertising 122.00
Bank Charges 9- 15 267.15
Instruction
Teachers Salaries:




























Voided check No. 968 ^ 84,43 1.12
Textbooks 1,536.56
Library and Audiovisual 704.17
Teaching Supplies 4,014.35
Handwriting 350.00










Principal of Debt 11,125.00 8,000.00
Interest on Debt 2,403.44 1,907.50
1477 OUTGOING TRANSFER ACCOUNTS IN STATE
Tuition 70,135.00 82,496.00
Supervisory Union Expenses 4,642.61 6,590.03
Other Expenses 5,025.00
1479 EXPENDITURES TO OTHER THAN
PUB. SCHOOLS 2,780.00 1,746.00
Revenues & Credits Available
to Reduce School Taxes
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $252,975.52 $263,665.35











Principal on Debt 11,125.00
Interest 2,654.38
Outgoing Transfers Account
High School Tuition 59,281.98
Elementary Tuition 2,055.64
District Share of Supervisory Union Expenses
Superintendents Salary 1,080.33
Asst. superintendents salary 766.02
Superintendents travel 127.65
Asst. superintendents travel 127.64
Salary of Administrative personnel 878.99
Expenses 390.93
Retirement 252.88 3,624.44
Total net expenditures 219,079.54
Balance on Hand July 1, 1969 5,451.87
$224,531.41
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1968 to June 30, 1969
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SUMMARY




Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions









TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts)
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID
230,951.36
225,499.49
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1969





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school dis-
trict of Barrington of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1969 and find them correct in all respects.
Irene H. Calef
Dorothy B . B erry
September 22. 1969 Auditors
WHY WE ARE NOT ENTITLED TO
FOUNDATION AID THIS COMING YEAR
New Hampshire State Department of Education
Division of Administration
Concord
EXPLANATION OF THE STATE SCHOOL FOUNDATION
AID FORMULA, AS PRESCRIBED BY
CHAPTER 198 OF THE REVISED STATUTES ANNOTATED,
WITH AMENDMENTS
Application of the Formula to the Barrington School District
Showing Computation of Foundation Aid for
School Year 1970-71
Chapter 198 of the Revised Statutes Annotated as amended in 1957 prescribes
the method by which foundation aid to New Hampshire school districts is to be
distributed. The outline presented below describes in detail the procedure which
has been followed to determine the amount of state foundation aid for each
district for the 1970-71 school year. The figures which have been inserted will
enable the reader to follow each step in the computation of state aid for the
district indicated above.
Two basic factors must be considered in determining the amount of state
foundation aid to be paid to a school district. The first is the cost of the
educational program which must be maintained in a school district. The second
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is the extend of the resources of that district for meeting the cost of the
educational program. As an objective measure, the state foundation aid law
specifies that the cost of an educational program shall be computed at $200.00
for each elementary pupil and $300.00 for each high school pupil residing within
a district and educated at district expense. The law further specifies that it shall
be the duty of the state board of education to adjust the cost of this required
program in accordance with the amount appropriated for distribution as
foundation aid. This cost shall not exceed the state average costs per elementary
pupil and per high school pupil of all current expenses of operation as
established by the state board of education for the year in which the foundation
aid computation is made. This cost is referred to as the "foundation program."
On the basis of the amount appropriated for distribution in 1970-71, cost of the
foundation program has been set at $363.45 per elementary pupil and $510.60
per high school pupil.
The 1968-69 elementary pupil membership of the
above named district was reported to be 328.3
When this elementary membership is multiplied by
$363.45, the cost of the elementary portion of the
foundation program is found to be $119,321.62
The 1968-69 high school pupil membership was
reported to be 99.8
When this high school membership is multiplied by
$510.60, the cost of the high school portion of
the foundation program is found to be 50,957.60
The cost of the total foundation program of the
district is the sum of the elementary cost and
the high school cost, and amounts to $170,279.22
The state aid law also specifies what is to be used as an objective measure of the
resources of a school district for support of its schools. This measure has been
designated as the "equalized valuation" of the school district. The law provides
that the State Tax Commission shall certify to the State Department of
Education the amount of the equalized valuation of each school district.
The 1968 equalized valuation of the above
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named school district has been certified by
the Tax Commission as amounting to $1 2,798,645
The principle on which the present state aid program operates is that no school
district should have to burden itself unreasonably to provide an education for its
children which is at least equivalent to the "foundation program." What is
considered to be a reasonable effort on the part of a district is represented by a
school tax of $14.00 per $1,000.00 of equalized valuation. The amount which
can be realized by such a tax is called the "local effort."
In this case the "local effort." or the amount
of revenue represented by a $14.00 tax on the
above valuation is $179,181.03
It is at this point that the two basic factors of educational burden and
community resources are compared. If the "local effort," or objective measure
of ability to support schools, is less than the cost of the "foundation program,"
or objective measure of the burden of school support, the district is eligible for
sufficient state aid to make up the difference. If the $10.00 tax on equalized
valuation represents an amount of money greater than the cost of the
foundation program, the district is not eligible for any state aid.
On this basis this district is qualified for state
foundation aid for 1970-71 in the amount of
Mrs. William S. Newhall February 6, 1970
Wood Road
Barrington, New Hampshire 03825
Dear Mrs. Newhall:
In reply to your letter of February 4, 1970, the figure of $12,255,129. furnished
to the selectmen was the equalized assessed valuation of land and buildings,
excluding public utility and personal property. When these later items are added
the equalized assessed value increased to $12,738,995. as follows:
Equalized assessed value L/B $12,255,129.
Equalized assessed value P/U 380,140.
Equalized assessed value P/P 103,726.
Equalized assessed value $1 2,738,995.
Add: Capitalized value other 59,650.







School Sessions No. of Days
FALL TERM
Starts September 9, 1970, Closes December 20 71
WINTER TERM
Starts January 4, 1971, Closes Feb. 12, 1971 30
SPRING TERM
Starts Feb. 22, 1971, Closes April 23, 1971 45
LAST TERM














Emergency days can be made up after June 18, 1971, or during the April
Vacation.
December 21 and 22 can be taken April 26 and 27 during the April Vacation in
lieu of during the Christmas Vacation.
These vacation period coincide with those of Rochester and Dover and are
subject to local deviation as adopted by the local school boards.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the Barrington School District:
In September, 1969, the Barrington Grade School was organized as follows:
Grade Teacher
1 Mrs. Jenneke M. F inlay, Mrs. Ethel Mazza
2 Mrs. Janet Sawyer, Mrs. Mary C. Burnham
3 Mrs. Patricia D. Perrigo, Miss Nancy L. Goldberg
4 Mrs. Pauline Hayes, Mrs. Toni Shaheen
5 Mrs. LoisAuker
6 Mrs. Eunice Lyndes
7-8 Mr. Daniel Shaheen, Mr. John Da\/idson, Mr. William H. Rixon*
Principal Mr. Barry Clough (Teaches in afternoon).
Other Staff Members
School Nurse-Dorothy Wells, R.N. Replaced by June Colby, R.N.
Teacher Aids-Mrs. Esther Drew, Mrs. Marjorie Mieike
**
Custodian—Mr. Calvin Swain
The enrollments, by grades of the Barrington Grade School in September of
1969 was as follows:
Grade
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As time passes, there seems to be little diminution in the numbers that public
schools are asked to serve. Barrington appears to be no exception. The
enrollment in the school system continues to increase. For example, in grades
1-8 in September of 1968, the enrollment was 321, as compared with 351 this
year. It would be redundant to point out that the school building is crowded,
and there seems little likelihood that this condition will change. The operable
year of the AREA School in Rochester may offer temporary relief. In the
meantime, it would be advisable to consider making a study of the future
building needs of the Barrington school system.
It is gratifying to note that the School Board has been working hard to codify
its school board policies. These are especially important as these provide the
broad outlines under which the school is conducted by the professional staff.
The Board is to be especially commended for its adoption of a new admittance
policy for beginning students which is in line with the results of current
educational thought, based upon sound research. A copy of these adopted
policies is available in the Principal's office. The Board members also maintain
copies of these policies. When changes are made, publication of the changes are
made available to the patrons of the school through the courtesy of the local
representatives of the press.
Perhaps the problem which vexes all voters as much as, or more than any
other, is that of financing the local schools. This is very obvious in New
Hampshire as much of the revenues needed for schools must come from local
property taxes. However, it would be most helpful to local school districts
should the General Court fund all of the programs it now has on its books.
Please urge your local representatives to implement existing statutes by 100%
funding. Under the present conditions, it seems that the local school districts are
receiving ever decreasing amounts of state assistance. This is especially important
to a rapidly growing community, such as Barrington, where large amounts of
property are not increasing in value proportionately with the rapid increase in
school age youngsters.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation for the cooperation








SALARY OF SUPERINTENDENT & ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
1969-70
(Footnote to School's Financial Report of 1968-69 Chapter 243, Section 5, New
Hampshire Laws 1963.)
School District % Local Superintendent Asst.
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underscore the belief that children need to be evaluated in some other context
than that of the classroom. We have attempted to refine our entrance policy and
first-grade curriculum so as to better meet the individual needs of the children.
As the staff has grown in experience we have become more aware of the
guidance role within the classroom and have attempted to improve upon it. Most
importantly as a school, I believe we have made significant strides in assisting our
children develop the values so essential to the education of modern man.
Through the cooperation of the School Board, faculty and citizens progress
has been made, yet since progress is but partial in reality, areas remain in v^hich
improvements could be effected. Additional books to help us in our efforts to
individualize the reading program are needed as is a more intensive guidance
program. Recent research in the area of early childhood learning experiences
indicates that public schools could better serve our children's needs with the
development of school readiness program. These are but a few of the areas in
which change must come if we are to personalize our children's learning
experiences to fit their needs.
Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to the teachers, the School Board and






To the Superintendent of Schools:
The health program for the year, 1968-69, was carried out in the usual
manner with an annual physical inspection of each student by the nurse. When
defects were noted, the appropriate referral and follow-up were made.
The Heaf Test for tuberculosis was offered in each school to the first and
second grade students. A total of 324 children were tested, and 4 also received
the Mantoux Test.
The students of Epsom, Northwood, and Strafford again received the benefit
of preventive dental care through programs sponsored by the N.H. Bureau of
Dental Public Health and one or more local organizations. Barrington, Epsom,
and Northwocd schools also provided corrective dental treatment through The
Matching Funds Program.
142 children were registered for first grade at Preschool Clinics held in April
and May. Mrs. Norma Keeler of Epsom again offered her services at these clinics,
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and her help was greatly appreciated by all.
The ever increasing school population has had its effect on the health
program, as well as elsewhere, raising the case load to well over 1,000 students
for one nurse. The recommendation of the N.H. State Board of Education is for
a maximum case load not to exceed 750 pupils per nurse; and, ideally, a
full-time nurse for every 350 students.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to Mr. Martineau, Mr.
Morgan, School Board Members, teachers and parents for their cooperation and
support during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,












































Richard Patrick Wynn, Jr.
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BARRINGTON SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
July 1, 1968 to June 30, 1969
BEGINNING BALANCE - July 1, 1968 $ 305.92
RECEIPTS
Lunch Sales — Children










































Food Inventory - June 30
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED












iN THE TOWN OF BARRiriGTON
DECEMBER 31, 3 969
Name and Surname
of Groom and Hride
Reginald A. Meattey
Noma J. Knight
Lawrence K. Brown II
Linnie A. Sanborn






























































Birth of Names of Parents
Each
Birth- No. of Name, Residence &
Place of Marri- Off. Station of Person























N.H. Roger D. Jennison
Bertrice Dennett
Ke. John W. Tuttle
Elizabeth J. Jones
M.Y. '.'.'illiam L. Johnston
Mary D. Yuhas
K.H. Frederick L. Jackson
Ina E. Prov;n




N.H. Malcolm ''.'. I'iller
Kary Y. Labrie
Mass. Arthur G. Meal
Ettie A. Cooper




N.H. ".'illiam H. Emhardt
I'ary 0. Hough
Canada George Arsenault Sr.
Cherub ine Dedam
N.H. Gordon C. Tuck
Rose r''.B.Beriault
N.H. Howard E. Hammond
Leon? Clifford
N.K. Benjamin W. Mansfield
Barbara Lucas
Wyoming Cecil L. Bishop
Kabel R. Spracklen
N.H. Frederick I'.. Ramsdell
Annie N. Taylor
R.H. Chester E. Wells
Elizabeth E. Brown











































































Barrinrton, M.H. Coronary heart dis. John Harris
Milton, N.M. Diabetes mellitus Charles Ross
Barrington, tl.H. ArterioscleroticHrtDis Jacob Neal
ArterioscleroticHrtDis
Barrington, K.H. Coronary thrombosis Thomas Keefe

























V/illiam WhitcherN.H. Myocardial infarct
Myocardial infarct.
N.H. Myocardial infarct. Andrew J. Felker
N.H. Term. Bronchopneumonia Austin L. Calef
Cerebral anoxia
N.H, —
N.H. Smoke inhalation Richard R. Meattey




N.H. Metastatic Tumor(Lungs) Mahlon C, Lloyd
N.'-^', Anoxia Olaf Anderson
N.H. Hypertensive Hrt.Dis. William Ellison
Cardiac arrest
K.H, Cardiac arrest Loring J. Critchett
Coronary thrombosis
N.H. Cerebro-vasc. Ace. Franklin J. Fenderson Georgia A. Goss
, Female c. Color d. Married, Widowed, Divorced, Single.
X hereby certify that the above return is correct according to
tlie
best of my knowledge and belief.
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Adams, George K & Virginia G
Adams, Richard A Sr &. Dorothy
Adario, Joseph & Camela
Aggelis, Demetrios
Almon, Robert, Kenne;:h & Eliza
Amundsen. Alf G
Anderson, Albert J & Betty A
Anderson, Algot E & Mildred
Anderson, Garl V & Louise M
Anderson, Howard D & Nancy G
Anderson, Robert S &. Leona F
Andrade, Joseph L Sc thyllis
Adrien, i-;eginald E S: Thalma I
Aichler, Alonzo E
Ainsworth, VJilliam





Alexander, James Sc Alice
Allaire, Kenneth J 2c Rose A
Allen, Leroy E» Co
Allen, nobert -c Jane
Amundsen, Trygve B & Sylvia
Andz-ews, .Vm H S: Lorraine E
Andriopulos, Esrher




Arlin, Emma 3 Estate
Arlin, Neil & Ardys
Arlin, Harry
Arlin, Norman





Atwood, .Valter C JR i Frances
Auld, Leone &. George
Austin, Amy R
Austin, Donald H & Camille P
Aylward, Ernest
Bailey, Raymond E Sr
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Baker, Edward & Gail
Balerviei, John P
Ball, i^obert 3





Barboxir, Paul F & Jennette





Baxter, Alden E & Ger„ldine
Baxter, bherman L
Baxter, Milton R & ileanor M
Seal, Edward J S; Margaret T
Beardsley, M Sgt Warren & Rhea
Beasley, V/ayne M & Evelyn H
Beaudry, Doris G
Beaulieu, Henry P 8c Edwina








Bernstein, Bernard &. Ethel
Berry, Althea D
Berry, Barbara B




Bickford, Wesley B Sc Sally B















































































































































































































BJorkgren, David & Jana
BLair, Norman & Lorraine E
Boden, Arthur & Ethel
Bodge, James C
Bodge, John L &. Gloria A
Bogoffiian, Arda &. Isabella
Bohan, Peter R
Boi avert, Jean P
Boivin, John J
Boodey, Raloh J & Pauline E
Borodavchuk. Christine
Bosa, John D & Dorothy J
Bo sen, Kemon & Caron
Boston & Maine R R
Bostrom. Alphid E
Bostrom, David A & Gladys A
Bottom, Richard A Audrey
Bouchard, Ernest R &. Marilyn
Boudreau, Albert
Boudreau. Arthur





Boyd, Raymond " i Arlene G
Boyle, John A Jr
Boyle, Dr. Milton L
Boyle, John E &. Nancy R
Boyle, Kenneth A
Boyle, V/arren L
Brackett, Andrew D & Lorraine Y
BrgCkett, Major John & Patricia
Bradbury, Doris L
Bradbury, Elias
Bradley, John E Estate
Brady, Donald & Dorothy
Brand, Alan & ousan M
Brant, John &. Constance
Braver, Martin D
Breden, Wilfred W & Ruth G
Brewster, Ronald W & Ida M
Brisson, Bernard & Caroline
Brock, Albert
Buookings, Marie J
Brooks, Wilfred & Dorothy
Brooks, Richard S & Ann K
L
Brooks, Kenneth Earl
Brooks, George H & Isabella
Brookwood Park Shores Inc
Broome, Paul Jr
Brower, Thomas







Brown, Kenneth W Jr & Alice
Brown, Lawrence K & Barbara
Brown, NataaLie H
Brown, Rajimond & Barbara
Brown, Robert A
Brown, Warren A
Brown, William A Jr £c Janet
Bruce, Joseph & Wilhemina
Bruner, Robert E & Kathleen M
Bryson, Charles F
Bryson, Chester W
Bryson, Melvin F Estate
Buck, William H & Shirley
Buczek, Frank W
Buczek, Theodora
Bulley, Gilbert F &. Mgry
Bumford, Paul W &. Miriam Joyce
Bumford, Forrest H
Bumford, atella G
Bundza^ Joseph T & Claire M
Burgess, Gerald E & Janet A
Burke, Dorothy M
Burke, James J
Burke, Mai^guerite &. Charles J

























































































































































































































































Caverley, Jr, Lendall R & Ellen L
Ctiaddock, Mrs. Jane
Chaille, Russell E & Joan M
Gtjamberlain, Mrs. Louise
Chandler, Charles L & Hazel
Chantre, John & Yvonne
Chapdelaine, Charles & Alice
Chapma^, Dr. Carl J
Chapman, Paul R
Charest, Peter I by Bruce
Charette, Earl & Ruth A
Chase, George & Alice
Chase, Gilbert
Cheever, Norman & Doris
Chernick, Irwin Sc Rina
Chesley, Mrs. Pearl
Chin, Harold S & Jane L
Chisholm. Loretta
Chitra, John
Chretien, Dr. James F
Chulyk, Arthur & Anne
Chute, Melvin L & Alberta
Cicatelle , Anthony &. Josephine
Ciotti, Salvatore J
Clark, David & Anita S
Clark, E rnest W & Viola
Clark, Ernest Jr & Susan
Clark, Miss Ethel L
Clark, Herbert & Gladys M
Clark, Irving R & Grace L

















Coe, Rev M. Walker &. Anna H
Cogswell, Alva A & Dorothy
Cohen, ;iarah
ColDy, Earl wm
Cole, Bruce L & Georgianna M
Coles, William & Mary Ann
Colety, William, Sc Yvonne
Collier, Donald & Catherine
Col line, Jake M 8c David
Collins, Wary Mooney
Comerford, Edward i Janet
Conway, Fred
Conway, John ? & Eileen W
Cook, David R Sc Maiie
Cook. George P & Ramona R
Cook. John v; Jr & Alice T
Corbett, Doris
Cormier 8c3oucnard £x Co Inc
Cormier, Homados i P.elena
Cormier, Raymona J & Myrna
Corpening, Mrs. Elizabeth F
Corson, Douglas F &. 6usan
Corthell, Artnur E & Gertrude
Cossette, Gerard K & Lorraine E
Costas, oteve, Theodore, Sarafine
Constance u Favalora
Costas, Theodore M & Sparange &
Violetta P
Cotton, Anne E Sc Chester A
Goufihlin, David F oR Sc Jlorence
Coughlin, David F Jr & Jacqueline
Coulson, Charles &. Rosemary
Couture , Armand & Grace
Cox, Lawrence F & Julia S
Cragen, Miss Ruth E
Crabtree, Robert & Idelyn




Creamer, Richard W 8: Jean D
Cresti-, Anthony T
Critchett, L Frank
Crockett, Sally & Jessie F
Croft, Ernest J & Barbara H
Crossley, Hazel R
Crosby, Richard a. & Elaine

























































































































































































































Curran, Barnard F &. Cecelia N
Cusack, William E Jr & Patricia K
Cutler, Alan S & Patricia A
Cutter, Jackson G & Nancy L
Daigle, Richard & Gail
Daigle, Roland C & Germaine P
Dailey, Wayne flr & Patricia A
Danby, Raymond A & Beatrice M
D'Angelo, Lawrence & Philip Horton
D'Angelo, Mary & Nunzio
D'Angelo, Lawrence & Philip Horton
Darling, David A & Arlene C
Davidson, Jon B & Beth




DiVirgillio, Nicholas G & Barbara
Doane, Raymond & Augusta, Wm, &
Marion Silva
Dockham, Walter E & Margaret P
Dodge, Louise Estate
Dodge, Robert A
Dodge, Robert L" & Elona J
Donaldson, Forrest M
Donnan, Earl L & J. Pearl
Dotson, Edward J
Doucette, Joseph
Douglas, James W & Helen B
Dover Federal Savings & Loan Asso
Downing, Charles &. Irene
Downs, Wm E & Ann M
Downs, Wm J & Shirley
Doyon, Ernest J & Alfreaa &.
McCann, Paul R & Theresa M
Drapeau, Robert
Drew, Donald L & Rita G
Drew, Fred E Jr & Mary C
Drew, Fred E Jr
Drew, Mrs. Fred E Sr
Drew, Freeman & Doris R
Drew, Robert V & Esther J
Drew, Frank H
Drew, Lawrence & Mary
Drew, Maurice E & Pauline A
Drouin, Joseph
Drown, Earl A Jr 8c Mary E
DuBois. Paul
Duggan, James ik Winifred
Duggan, Lawrence &. Lenore & Paul
& Evelyn Kerber
Dunningham, William
Dunstan, Earl & Shirley




Durgin, Mary J Estate
Durgin, Moses
Durgin, Woodbury Estate


























































































































































































































Button, Maurice W & Bemice




Eldridge, Arthur & Gladys L
Eldridge, Daniel P
Eldridge, Francis W & Sophist
Ellard, Howard & Barbara
Elling, Peter W & Susan L
Ellinwood, Oliver &. Olga E
George, Ellery T &. Beatrice H Hussey
Elliott, Beatrice




Elliott, Rev Murray H &. Mabel
Elliott, Paffll M 8c Cora Ann
Ellis, Albert C & Mae E







Ellms, George A Sc Mary R
Elsemore, Dexter A S: Linda L
Emerton, Evelyn
Emery, Harvard B &. Gertrude i
Emmons, Ernest & Phyllis
Emo, James T
Enderson, George A & Arlene I
Englehardt, George W & Frances
Srickson, Emrick & Hilda E
Eschman, Leon James & Louise G
Estabrook, Mrs. Addie
Evelith, Frederick C & Veretha
Factor, Abraham & Barbara E
Paist, Walter H & Prances L
Faist, W. Herbert & Madelynn
Fallon, Wm J & Norma P
Farina, Salvatore &. Rose Marie
Farrow, George T &. Lugina C
Farrow, William J & Jean M
Fearon, William E
Felker, William H Estate











Freeman, Arthur W & Jacqueline
Freeman, Everett & Dorothy
Freeman, Herbert W & Roseanna
Freeman, John &. Laurie
Frost, Ray & Marion
Fulton, John C &. Jeanette
Gagne
,
Armand R & Lillian R
Mrs. John H
Gagnon, Arthur L & Paul J





Garvey, Wm T & M. Elizabeth
Garvin, Delwood J & Eeota S
Gaucher, Roger A
Gaudreault, Grances & Theodore
Gaulin, Rev Leon, Hazel ScHerman
Geer, Terryl A & Charlynn M
Gemme, Jeannette G
Gendron, Thomas
Genest, Paul S: Harie
Geoffrion, Albert; Jr & Eliz
Gerrish, Ethyl M







Gilbert, Lawrence & Elizabeth
Gillay, Mary L
Gilligan, Thomas
Gillis, Robert N & Carol B
Oilman, Alice C
Girling, Robert & Meryl
Gitchell, Horace
Glass, Ronald
Gleason, John Jr & Nancy
Glidden, Robert & Ruth S
Glover, Alta & Raymond McDonough
Goddard, Donald R & Lois L





Goodwin, Charles ' Isabelle
Goodwin, Evan L &. Eleanor F
Goodwin, Melvin E




Gould, David S & Brenda T
Grabofsky, Robert J & Donna
Grady, William J
Grande, Gaetana & Anna L
Grant, Charles F &. Annie E
Grant, George &. Clara M
Gray, Clarence & Katherine
Gray, Irving A & A Thalma
Gray, John F




















































































































































































































Haley, Dr. Waldron B
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iaskina, Harold F & Woolson, John
100
Howard, Ernest H
Howard, Paul &. Ruth L
Howard, Hobert M &. Wanda I
Howe, George H
Hoyt, Benjamin W & Albert G
Hughey Construction Co Ino
Hunter, Lee &. Sharon Hallock
Hynes, Thomas N Jr




Hutchinson, Edward & Joan
Hutchinson, Ruth G
Ingleson» James F & Barbara
Innis, Robert C
Ireland, Chqrles
Isles, Robert J & Caroline T
Jackson, Frederick L
Jackson, Phyllis
Jackunas, Valerie &. Vytautas
Jacobscn, .Villiam
Jacques, Paul B & Judy L
Jacques, Paul B St Judy L
Jaques, Leigh Estate
James, Henry
Janesky, Robert C & Denis L
Jean, Francis W Jr
Jeffery, Rev Zaferis & Dorothy
Jennison, Bertrice M
Jervis, Frederick M & Janis W
Jewell, Roland H
Jillette, Artnur G
Jillette, Arthur G & Esther H
Jodion, Neil Paul
Johnson, Alexander J & Evelyn M
Johnson, David & Bettie
Johnson, Melvin H & Esther S
Johnson, Raymond P & Bertha R
Johnson, U. Eric
Jones, Alton D & Barbara K
Jones, Earl P &. Dorothy





Kay, Ruby Sioras & Katina
Keary, Janet B




Kelfer, Joel B & Sandra
Kellett, Frank J &. Patricia
Kelly, James E & Diane A




Keravich, Pater \l & Patricia A
Kiley, Charles K & M^rcella
Kilrore, Elspie T
Kill am, Warren E S: Lydia B
Kilpatrick, Jack E & Marianne
Kimball, Marion Clement
King, Be'njamin G Sc Grace
Kliet^le, Ralph P & Betty Lou
Knifjhi Fred ..' & Rooerta
Knowles, Ricnard J & Janet G
Kohutzski, Eva
Kolling, Lottie R ii Joiin .vhitman
Kopka, Joseph Jr i .hirley
Koufas, Theodore & Gisela
Kozulak, Michael & Marie
Krasker, ohelton J
Kundrat, Michael L i renelope
Kus, Leslie C fi: ..'anda -.
La Branche, Korman u Anita
Lacasse, Armand R £c Pauline M
LaFrunce, P. E.
LaMontague, Edmond J iv Jane V
Landers, Maurice W << Tncresa F
Landry, Elizaoeth Jane
Landry, Eugene R & Doris
Landry, Everett ic Gl-'una B
Landry, James W. Jr
Landry, James W Jr & Eugene A
Landry, James W Sr & Barbara N
Lang, Mildred I
Lanouette, Henry J
Lai'anne, Mary J &. Albanie P
LaPanne, Robert E & Jeanette Alice
LaPorte, Jonn F & Elaine M, Donald
Laurion, Josephat & Louise
Laurion, Victor
Lautzenheiser, Robert & Eliz
Lavalle, Louis P Sr & Dorothy











McDermott, Jerauld & Eliiabeth
McDonald, George &. Flora
McDonald, Robert J &. Priscilla
McDuffee, Frank V
McGlone, Hybert James
McKay, Robert & Marilyn L
McKay, William H
McKenria, John J
McKinnon, John & Beatrice G
Mclver, Josephine
McMahon, Frederick & Ruth
McMullen, Patrick A & Judith
McNaught, John & Beatrice
Meattey, Herbert E &. Lillian E
Meattey, Richard R & Jacqueline A
Mehringer, William 8: Emily
Melanson, Darlene
Mello, John J & Dolores L
I-iennard, Kenneth
Menten, Thomas H
Mercandante, John &; Lewis Rutolo
& Miss A Pascucci
Merrill , Brenton L &. Roxanne M
Merrill, Mrs. Lillian F
Merta, Kenneth E & Beverly Q
Messa, Richard A
MeUcalf , Bertram H & Gail I
Mielke, Robert S: Marjorie M
Miller. Arthur T Sc Helen E
Miller. Herbert
Miller, Malcolm W
Millette, Adam M & Julia B
Miner, Forest C &. Miriam B
Minkle, Henry F & Edith
Minichiello, Joseph, John,
Florence Sc Margaret
Moffett, Joseph H F & Madelele L





Moniz, George &. Irene
Moodie, Donald M & Carolyn B
Moore, Wm M & Katherine P
Moreau, Raymond R & Gertrude P
Morriss, Samuel E & Beatrice H




>lorse, Garold C & Gladys H
totard, Albert
'fountain, Joseph F & Catherine
>^owry, Clarence A &. Emma E
•lulrooney, John J & Gertrude
lunroe, Ralph S & Edythe J
^unroe, Raymond L Estate
^urdo, Albert T & Rebecca H
Murdoch, Josejih B & Ann
Murphy, James J &. Agnes
Murphy, Robert 1 & Elaine
Murphy, Robert & Doris
Murray, John & Delia
Musler, George T
MyshrsLll, Marie Louise
N-Bar-H Riding Clun Ino
Nadeau, Leo
Neal, Alden & Constance
Neal, Arthur G
Neal, Frank L & Mertie A
Neal , Howard
Neal, Roger E & Laura
Neilson, Mildred
Nesbitt, Frances
Nestor, John 8: Winifred
Nettleton, John T & Elaine G
Newbury, Edw J &. Ethel B
N. E. Lumber Co Inc.
N. E. Tel & Tel Co Inc
Newhall, Wm S & Patricia A
N. H, Electric Co-op Inc.
Newsky, Michael T &: Barbara C
Nickerson, Lester J & Anna I
Nilssen, R. Helge & Ruth H
Norris, F. Harty & Madelyn
Noyes, Prsncia
Noyes, Joseph
Nutton, Raymond & Adele J
Oak Hill Associates
Oates, Albert E &. Mary E
O'Brien, Francis J
O'Brien, Vincent P & Edna D
0' Donne j^l, John & Betty
Ogren, Ronald, & Valerie
Olsen, Albert E & Lucille .M
Olsen, Bjom D & Margaret H
Omogrosso, Daniel R & Lucille
O'Neil, Lena
Ordway, Ralph E & D. Barbara















Pace, Rbt A, CJrace S
& Teresin A_





















Carmella VPalmeira, Edward R
Palmer, Eunice W
Palmer, Raynor W
Palmer, Roscoe B & Minnie A
Pantelis, Spyridlon & Betty
Paquin, Alphonse A
Paradis, Philip
Paradise, Charles A Estate
Paquette, Roland J & Madaline G
Earent, Joseph & Blanche M
Parker, Albert A & Thelma D
Parry, John E & Napoleon Masse
Parshley, Harry G & James H
Parshley, Joseph E & Evelyn V
Parshley, Laurel & Nancy
Parshley, Sheldon C & Betty C
Parshley, Mary H' & Melba. C Ballou
Parsons, Bernard L
Pascucci, Henry & Josephine
Patrone, May E
Peabody, Myron P & Olive P
Peach, John A & Lena A
Pearson, Harold F & Persis S
Pearson, Herbert A & Harriette E
Peasr, Arthur & Grace
Pease, Dennis S & Margaret E
Percillo, Lomia-, & Carmela
Perkins, Ina Elizabeth
Perkins, John A & Norma C
Perkons, Anton & Milda
Perry, Anton
Perry, PAul E & Marjorie E
Perry, Rhona & Helena V Milne
Pettengill, Robert F & Barbara L

























































































































































































































Phillips, Harry Jr Se Elizabeth
108
Pulcinello, Felix J & Alice L
Purvis, Carlyle 3 & Dorothy A.
Purvis, E.. Leonard
Putnam, Karnes E & Susan J
Pyteraf , Stanley, & Maureen
Quint, Clyde H
Rainbolt, Wynn M & Eleanor H





Rule, Walter S & Christine G
Runge, Jack A & Marjorie
Rus2, Alfred ? & Jane G
Rainville, Raymond & Barbara.
Raasdell, Frederick M
Ramsdell, William G
Raqust, Albert G & Marion G
Rayball, Joseph & Rita
Redden, Thomas P
Redman, Ernest D &. Alma A
Regan, Wendell F
Reid, Douglas & Lois K
Reinhard, John &. Ingeborg
Reinhardt, Werner A & Barbara L
Ricci, Robert A &. Elizabeth P
Richardson, E. 0. Estate




Roberts, Thomas M &. Dorothy H
Robie , Lawrence C




Rockwell, Albert L & Jeanette D
Rogers, Sandra
Rollins, Georga & Alice
Romanowaki, Edmund J & Joan
Rosenthal., Gilbert & Olga
Rosa, Dr Shipley L & Virginia




Hossiter, Richard. E & Jane M
no




Spates, Lewis, & Josephine
2
Spears, Joseph E & Mabel E
Spinney, Raymond & Helen M
Sprague, Dr. John & Muriel
Stackpole, Wm A Estate
Stadig, Albert & Adeline M
Stadtler, Gunther & Elizabeth
Steele, Ralph
Steiner, Robert & Joyce
Stevens, Elliott
Stevens, Sarah J
Stevenson, Douglas M & Eva L
Stevenson, Eva L
St Germaine, Mozart & Louise
Stiles, Walton, & Ellen
Stimpson, Ralph
Stimpson, William
St. Laurent, Oliver & Mildred
Stoller, Dr H. I & Mac Sheer
Stone, Fred Estate
St, Onge, Mrs. Etta tt
StJover, Jane
Stowers, Robert A & Janet E
Slirauss, Conrad & Beryl
Stroud, James A &. Arlene M
L
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Stuart, Lloyd & Evelyn
Studter, Paul
Stultz, Charles M & Albertine M
Sullivan, Eugene
Sullivan, Joan M
Sullivan, John & Miriam
Surette, Raymond -L Sr & Agnes A





Swain, Ralph W & Pauline S
Swain, Ralph M




Sweeney, Edwin & Mary
Swenson, Harold M &. Madelyn M
Swenaon, Joseph G &. Marie
Swenson, Joseph J
Szymbor, Anthony & Sherome J
Paber, Theodore E & Phoebe E
Takesian, Michael &. Joan S
Talmage, Blanche
Talvio, S. Wm & Ruth I
Tanguay, Leon P & Louise F
Tanguay, Leon R 8c Lois A
Tardiff, Louis T & Ida A
Tarmey, John A & Carole L
Taylor, Avia J
Taylor, Melding & Harold R
Taylor, Harold H
Taylor, Herman H
Teague, Clayton & Marjorie
Tenaglia, Frederick N & Cora
Tessier, Albert & Sheryl
L&B
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Tetreau, J. Paul &. Theresa M
Therrien, Herbert & Harriet.
Melvin fi & CeciLa R
Thompson, Herbert A & Joan S
Thoren, Arvid T Estate
Thome, George W & Olive S




Toomey, Muriel N. S. & WM M Smith
Towie, Merton L & Elsie
Townsend, Archie
Tazier, Allen D & Frank R Fellows
Trask, Harold P & Denisa
Trask, Lyman E & Arlene
Traub, Arthur C Jr & Carol A
Treadwell, Leo E
Treahy, Beatrice
Trela, John M & Madeline A
Truiera, Joseph P & Estelle
Trustees pf the LAT Realty Trust
Tuck, Gordon C & Beatrice B
Tucker, Robept E & Gloria Mae
Tufts, Constance M
Turgeon, Joseph M & Theresa
Turner, Alice V
Turner, Arthur J &. Virginia F
Tvirner, Bruce W & Jean
Turner, Vera A
Tuttle, Chester R & Alice M
Tuttle, John W & Claire J
Tuttle, Wallace E & William B
Uliano, Albert F &. Emma
Upton, Robert N & Alice W
Urion, Paul B
Vaillancourt, August & Evelyn
Vallee, Edwin F or Charlotte
Vallone, John & Grace
Vanasse, Wm J
Van Buren, Edwa3?d & Marion
Vamey, Robert W
Veillffux, Gerard & Marie Rose
Verity, Albert
Vespa, Theodore & Marjorme
Viens, Joseph E & Ruth A Boudreau
Vigue, Haymond & Buth
Waite, Leon M
Ifaldron, Konard & Florence
Malker, Prank E & Blanche
ittaiaoe, Wb H & Faith M
WSLlker, Mabel P Estate





Walters, Richard M Sr i Elizabeth
Ward, William R & Marjorie M
Warren, Elmer L
Warren,. Richard & Dorothy E
Warren, Wayne M & Virginia





Waiters, Raymond J & Joan F
Webber, Homer F & Ella B
Weed, Charles & Yolande
Weeden, Albert E








Weeks, Robert E & Betty M
Weesner, Theodore W &. Sharon Long
Wells, Chester E & Bett;y
Wells, George A & Lillian G





Weston, Miss Ruth E
Wheeler, Arthur J & Adeline J
Wheeler, Maurice J
Wheeler, Minnie
Whipple, Richard H & Dorothy
Whitcher, Harold Heirs
Whitcher, Raymond & Sylvia
Whitcomb,, Wilma D
White, Chester & Patricig
White, C* I. Inc.
White, Joan
white, Thomas Sc Catherine
Wy^itehouse, Jasper A Sc Alma
Whiting, Joseph H &. Mildred P
L&B
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Wickey, John W
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